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The effect of a helicon moving along a stationary magnetic field Ho on the loss-cone and drift-loss
cone instabilities of a plasma is investigated. It is shown that at a relatively low helicon field 
strength the instabilities may be suppressed. 

THE cone and cone-drift instabilities that arise in a 
plasma contained by a magnetic field lead to the per
turbations of the equilibrium values of the density, 
potential, etc., in the form of grooves (flutes) elongated 
along the magnetic force lines. In other words, waves 
are built up, in which the projection of the wave vector 
on the direction of the magnetic field is small. If 
simultaneously with the indicated instabilities, the fre
quency of which is w, there propagates in the plasma 
along the constant magnetic field Ho a magnetosonic 
wave (helicon) with frequency il >> w, min (wpi> Wi,e) 
<< il < WHe, which influences only the motion of the 
electrons, then the latter, executing electric drift 
across the grooves of the perturbation, will decrease 
the electric fields, and consequently will stabilize the 
instability. 

The condition under which the high-frequency (HF) 
field exerts a noticeable influence on the instability is 
clear from the foregoing: within a time on the order of 
the period of the HF field, the magnetized electrons 
should drift across the grooves of the instabilities (in 
practice, across the constant magnetic field) and 
traverse a distance of the order of the transverse 
wavelength of the instability Al ~ kl,1 , i.e., 

cE1 k.l. a1 k.l. --=-->1 
ao Q ao ko 

( E 1 and H 1 are the amplitudes of the fields of the mag
netosonic wave, k0 is its wave vector along H0 ). If it 
is recognized that in the frequency limit indicated 
above the longitudinal wave vector of the fast magneto-
sonic wave is 

wp,,rrs: 
ko=-v-. 

C WHe 

then the inequality can be written in the form 

al k.l. C l'QWHe --vr.--->1 
ao Q Vre Wpe ' 

Ivanov, Rudakov, and Teichmann[ll, who considered the 
stabilization by a HF magnetic field, have shown that 
the condition for a noticeable influence of this field on 
the instability is 

We see that under the condition 

cyQwue! VreWpe > 1 

which is easily realized experimentally, stabilization 
by means of a helicon can be realized at lower HF 
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field amplitudes. In this connection, a clarification of 
the possible stabilization of the instability by means of 
weakly-damped helicons is of definite interest. 

CALCULATION OF THE CORRECTION TO THE 
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

We consider a plasma which is not bounded in space 
and has a density that varies along the x axis, con
tained by a constant magnetic field Ho directed along 
the z axis. A fast magnetosonic wave with frequency 
il ( WHi « il « WHe), propagating along Ho, has in 
this frequency interval a wave vector k 0 

= Wpec-1 v'il/wHe[2J and a circular polarization 

H.(z, t) = a.[e., sin (koZ- Qt) -!- eyCOS (k,oz- Qt) }, 
Q 

E1(z,t)=-a1[e.,cos(k0z- Qt)- eysin(koz- Qt)]. 
koc 

We investigate furthermore the stability of such a 
stationary state of the plasma against perturbations of 
the loss-cone and drift-loss-cone type, with frequen
cies w and wave vectors kz satisfying the inequalities 
w « il and kz « ko. 

The equilibrium electron distribution function, 
satisfying the equation 

ofo e ( 1 ) 8/o (1 )* 
-0 +(vV)/o-- E1 +- [v,llo+H.] -=0, 

t m c av 
should be a function of the integrals of the characteris
tic equations 

dr dv e( 1 } -=v, -d =-- E•+-[v,H0 +H1] . 
dt t m c 

(2) 

The integrals are the initial coordinates x0 , Yo, zo, and 
also, accurate to terms of order (H 1/H0 ) 2 , the quantity 

2e""' (v.,- al ~sin(koZo- t(Q- kovz0)] )
2 

ao ko 

( a. !l. o l )2 2 + Vv + --cos[koZo- t(Q- kovz) + Vr. 
ao ko 

Here v~ is the constant velocity component along Ho. 
In the absence of the helicon, the equilibrium distribu
tion function depends on ~ and on the coordinate x0 • 

We can therefore put f0 = f0(~, Xo). 
The small correction to the stationary distribution 

function, corresponding to the instabilities in question, 
satisfies the equation 

(3) 
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where the total derivative with respeCt to t denotes 
differentiation along the trajectory (2), and cp is the 
perturbation potential, Integrating along the trajectory, 
we obtain 

e 1 8/o 
/I{v,r,t)= --m-J. Vrp-;;;dt'. (4) 

The derivative with respect to f0 must be expressed 
in terms of the integrals of motion, which are constants 
along the trajectory: 

iJfo iJfo { [ H1 ] a;={k e., V.L0 cos(waet + ~) + v,0 H;;""sin(Qt- k0v,0t- k0z0) 

+ ey [- V.L0 sin(wa.t + ~) + v,0 ;; cos(Qt- k0v,Ot- k0z0)] 

(5) 

[ H1 . ]} 8/o 1 +e, v,0 -v.L0 -sin(Qt-k0v.Ot-wHet-~-koZo) -ev---. 
Ho OXo WHe 

All the quantities connected with the perturbation 
are assumed to be proportional to exp ( ik • r - iwt). In 
the presence of a helicon, however, the Fourier coef
ficients are themselves periodic functions of z and t. 
We therefore put -fP~<oo= 1: rpnexp{i[kr-wt+n(koz-Qt)]}, 

-fl~m= 1: /!,exp{i (kr-wt+s(koz-Qt)]}. (6) 
s=-oo 

Using (4)-(6), we can obtain expression for 
f 18 (v1, v~ ), which reduces, after integration with re
spect to the transverse velocities, to the following: 

X (mwae + (k, + nk0 ) + k.ly,0 .!!.!_cos(koZo- ~- Qt' + kov,0t') 
Ho 

+ cky iJfo(v,o) ] exp{ i [koZo(n- s) + (t'- t) (k,v,o- w + mwae) 
eH0 iJxo 

+(k0v,0 - Q) (nt'- st) + .!!.!_~sin(koZo- ~- Qt' + kovz0t') 
Ho ko 

- .!!.!_~sin(k0zo- ~- Qt + k0v,0t) ]} , 
Ho ko 

where Im ( v) is the modified Besse 1 function, 

After integration, expression (7) can be reduced, as
suming I kzv~ - w I « I kov~ - 0 I, to the form 

o - eq;, k.L2 o erp, v,o o 
/!,(v, )----2 /o(v, )+-T 0 Qjk /o(v,) 

m {f)He Vz - 0 

+ _:_[ v,0 ({f)ko- k,Q)fo(v,0 ) + cTku 1 iJfo(v,0) 

1' (k,v,0 -w)(k0v,0 -Q) eH0 k :-,-v,70--w- iJxo -X 1: (-1)n+•rpnln(!l)Js(!l)ei(n-s)~, 

where Jn( iJ.) is a Bessel function of iJ. = k1H 1 /koH 0 • 

(7) 

(8) 

The obtained expression can be used to investigate 
the result of the action of a helicon on instabilities 
whose parameters satisfy the conditions for the appli
cability of (8). We shall use expression (8) to investi-

gate the stabilization of the coner 3J and drift-coner4 J 
instabilities. 

CONE AND DRIFT-CONE INSTABILITIES 

A. A homogeneous plasma, af0 /Bx = 0, contained in 
a trap with magnetic mirrors, has an instability due to 
the anisotropy of the ion distribution function, resulting 
from the lost cone (cone instability). The dispersion 
equation of this instability, for a plasma of a density 
such that Wpi » WHi and kz « k l• has the following 
form in the limit of low electron temperatureC 3• 5l 

(9) 

Equation (9) has been derived under the assumption 
y = Im w > WHi· The maximum increment is possessed 
by oscillations with 

The dispersion equation of the cone instability, with 
allowance for the helicon, is obtained in the following 
manner. Substituting in the Poisson equation for each 
of the components of the expansion (6) the perturbation 
of the electron density, obtained by integrating (8) with 
respect to the longitudinal velocities, and the perturba
tion of the ion density, used in (9) (we take into account 
the fact that a helicon with 0 » WHi acts only on the 
electrons), we obtain an infinite system of equations 
with respect to 'Ps: 

w .2 2 4 2 +oo Oj ( 0) k 2 _ pz F A illpe k 2 ne J v, o v, 0 
.L rp, - --.2 fPsuso - --2 .L rp, - -T fP• o "/k dv, 

VTz WHe -ocPz - ~' 0 

_ 4:rtTe2 ~J_[ v,0 (wko- k,Q)/o(v,0 ) + cTku 1 iJf0 (v,0 ) ]av,o 
__ (k,v,0 -w)(kov,0 -Q) eHo k,v,0 -w iJx0 -X~ (-f)n+•rpnln(!l)'Js(!l)ei(n--s)P. 

"'-1 
(10) 

Here oso is the Kronecker symbol. From the system 
(10), using the property of the Bessel functions -1: J,2=1, 

we obtain a dispersion equation, which after calcula
tion of the integrals under the assumption that 0/ko 
and w/kz >> VTe, takes the form 

The number of zeroes of this equation in the upper 
half of the complex w plane, i.e., the number of un
stable solutions, is determined by the formularsJ 

N=-1-Jdlnlll dw 
2ni 0 dw 

(the argument principle), where C is the contour in the 
upper half-plane of w, inside which there are no singu
larities of the function ~( w ). 

Choosing the contour C along the real w axis from 
-oo to +oo, with an infinitesimally small half-circle 
above the pole w = 0 and closed by a circle of infinitely 
large radius, we can obtain for N the expression 
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1 
N = 1 +- [Arg«ll(+ oo)- Arg«ll(- oo)]. 

2n 
Analyzing the increment of the argument of the vector 
c) when w changes from - oo to + oo at different values 
of J 0( /.L ), bearing in mind a form of the function 
F( w/kvTj) which is typical for the ion distribution in 
a trap[ 3• 5 , we can show that the unstable solutions 
vanish if 

Re«ll(w1) < 0, (12) 

where w 1 = kVTiY 11 and the point y 1 is characterized 
by the fact that in it 1m F(y1) = 0. However, the waves 
are stabilized only in a limited range of kz: 

(13) 

and at definite helicon parameters: 
,,, 2 2 k 2 

1 +.::2!-.-~ 0 
Ci1He2 Q2k2 > • 

On the other hand, if the inequality sign in (13) is re
versed, then the increment remains positive and pro
portional to J~ ( j.L) ( Jg « 1 ). 

It is possible to write down for kz formal condi
tions that determine the stable solutions. At small J~ 
we obtain from (11) the following approximate expres
sion for the increment: 

( ,,, 2 ) -1 { [ 2 2 k 2 .2 2 
X 1+~ 1+ Wpe -~-~ReF(~)] 

Ci1He2 WHe2 Q2k2 k2 VTl kVTi 

+ _~p_;-_ lmF _~o_ ( 
,,, .2 )2[ ( ,,, )]2}-1 

k2 VTi2 kVTi • 

Here 
kz2 ( Wpl )-1 

wo2=-w 2 1+--k2 pe 2 
CiiHe 

is the spectrum of the stable solutions of (11) when 
Jo(IJ.) = 0. 

The increment (14) is positive if 1m F( wo/kVTi) 

(14) 

(15) 

> 0. It is known[ 31 that this is the region of frequencies 
w0 from 0 to w1 = kvTiy1. Alternately, if we take (15) 
into account, this is the kz region from 0 to kz 11 

satisfying the relation 
2 kz12 2 ( Wpe2 )-1 Cil1 =--Cilpe 1+--

k2 Ci1He2 
or 

In other words, the range of kz in which y > 0, as 
already determined, is 

If we calculate y from (11) with greater accuracy, then 
we can readily find that with increasing J~( IJ.) the 
region of kz in which y > 0 broadens in the direction 
of larger kz. In other words, the range of kz 

yields stable solutions only in the limit J~( IJ.) R: 0 
(sufficiently large amplitudes of the HF fields). On the 
other hand, with increasing J~( 1J. ), a region of small 
positive increments appears also in this range. But 

small increments can be disregarded, since the insta
bility in question exists only when y > WHi[5 • 71. 

Thus, with increasing amplitude of the helicon, i.e., 
with decreasing Jo(k1H1/koHo), the increment decreases 
for all kz, albeit differently for different kz. And 
since the increment y vanishes everywhere when J 0 

= 0, there exists a minimum J 0(1J.) (maximum H/H0 ) 

such that the condition for the existence of the insta
bility ceases to be satisfied even for the maximum 
increment ( rmax > WHi). 

Let us estimate this necessary value of H1/H 0 (it 
is important that H1/H0 turn out to be much smaller 
than unity). Using the expression for y given by (14), 
we estimate the upper bound of Ymax: 

(16) 

It follows therefore that the condition for the existence 
of the instability is certainly violated when 

Jo2 ( k.L!.!.:....) <~. 
ko Ho Cilpi 

(17) 

Recognizing that for the cone instability k1min 
:5 1/rm (rm is the Debye radius), the wave vector of 
the helicon is equal to ko = Wpec-1v'U/wHe, and the 
minimum frequency is U ;2; Wpi, we obtain 

Jlm1n= (~!.!.:....) __ c_1/ CiiHi H1 
ko Ho min VTi f Cilpi Ho · 

Since WHi << Wpi for the instability in question, the 
inequality (17) is satisfied when 1-Lmin Z 2, i.e., when 

H1 >21/ Cilpj VTi 
Ho r-- V ~-c-. 

Thus, if WHi/Wpi = 0.2, then to satisfy the inequality 
(17) in the entire range k1 Z ri)i it is necessary to 
have 

H1;;:::: 1.6 ~~4 VTi 

Ho y0.2 c c 

We note for comparison, that to stabilize loss-cone 
instability in a plasma with cold electrons by means of 
an HF magnetic field[ 1J the amplitudes required were 
H1/Ho > VTi/VTe, i.e., much larger. 

B. In a spatially inhomogeneous plasma there can 
develop an instability with kz.. = 0 and WHi « w « WHe 
(drift-loss-cone instability)[4 1. By a method analogous 
to that proposed in subsection A above, using (8), we 
can obtain a dispersion equation for this instability in 
the presence of a helicon: 

( 
2 1 • 2 2k2 

1 + Cilpe +--~)( 1 + COpe _COpe o ) 
Ci1He2 k2 rn;2 CiJ C0He2 !J2k2 

• CiJ b { COpe2 Cilpe2 ko2 2 =t-iki -k2 .2 1+--2 -~k2 +[1-lo (Jl)] 
Vc rn, WHe ~' 

x(Wpe2ko2 +w• 1 )} 
. . Q2k2 ----;,;- k2 rn;2 

(18) 

(the notation is the same as in[41). It turns out that the 
maximum increment corresponds to the same km as 
in a plasma without helicons, and the maximum incre
ment itself has an order of magnitude 

_ ] 2 ( k,J/1 ) ( Pi )'/,( Vc ) 'I• Wpi / 2 (19) Y- o -- - - ·= o Yo 
koHo a DT (1 +copl/coHe2)'!. 

i.e., it decreases by a factor J~(IJ.) in the presence of 
the helicon. On the other hand, the condition for 
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eliminating the instability (y < WHi[4J) takes the form 

102 ( kmHI) < ffiH~ ( 1 + ffipe: )''' (.:2.)'" (~)''•. (20) 
koHl rop, ffiHe Vc P• 

Let us estimate the necessary helicon amplitude 
under concrete assumptions: 

We get 
J 2 ( kmlll ) ,.;:: 0 1 

0 kollo =; ' ' 

(vT is the thermal velocity of the ions). 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Thus, the effect of stabilization of instabilities by 
means of a helicon occurs and is observed at lower HF 
field amplitudes than in the case of stabilization with 
an HF magnetic field (see[ 11). If we speak, for con
creteness, of stabilization of loss-cone instability of 
a plasma with cold electrons, for which it is necessary 
in both methods to have 

- k.l.lll >. k.l. lit 
!Lr- kollo F-'1, fLH=g-VTello ;;:::,1, 

then, even by choosing the worst conditions (from the 
point of view of stabilization) for the helicon (komax 
- Wpe/c) and the best ones (nmin ~ wpi) for the HF 
magnetic field[ 11, we find that J.J.hel > J.J.H at the same 
value of H1• Thus, indeed, in the case of a helicon 
smaller HF field amplitudes are necessary. This is 
connected with the fact that the motion of the electrons 
in the HF field across H0 , and consequently (for the 
instabilities in question) across the grooves of the 
instabilities, which lead to the smoothing of the poten
tial, at identical HF field amplitudes, occurs with a 
larger velocity cE 1 /H0 ) in the case of stabilization by 
means of a helicon than in the case of stabilization by 
means of an HF magnetic field ( vTeH 1 /H 0). (This fol
lows from the fact that the phase velocity of the stabil
izing helicon is larger than the thermal velocity of the 
electrons . ) 

From the computational point of view, the use of the 
helicon is also successful. Owing to the fact that the 
arguments of the Bessel functions do not depend on the 
velocities in the case under consideration, it is possi-

ble to obtain in a simple manner a dispersion equation 
that takes into account the influence of all the harmon
ics of the helicon. 

The harmonics of the HF field can be easily taken 
into account also in the case of stabilization by means 
of an HF magnetic field[ 1l_ By a method analogous to 
that proposed above, it is possible to obtain an infinite 
system of equations with respect to HF harmonics of 
the perturbations of the potential. However, owing to 
the resultant dependence of the arguments of the Bessel 
functions on the velocities, the dispersion equation cor
responds to the vanishing of an infinite determinant. 
The convergence of the determinant is ensured by the 
rapid decrease of the Bessel functions with increasing 
order. Taking this into account, it is possible to con
fine oneself to approximate dispersion equations, as 
was done indeed in[ 11 • We note that for universal insta
bility it is possible to obtain also in this case a disper
sion equation in closed form (the arguments of the 
Bessel functions do not depend on the velocities), from 
which it follows that the role of the higher harmonics 
is slight. 

The authors are grateful to L. I. Rudakov for fruit
ful discussions. 
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